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Abstract. Pioneer 6 magnetic data reveals that the propagation direction of Alfven
waves in the interplanetary medium is strongly oriented along the ambient field.
Magnetic fluctuations of frequencies up to 1/30 sec in the spacecraft frame are shown
to satisfy a necessary condition for Alfven waves and a variance matrix analysis is
used to determine the Alfve'n wave normal. It appears from this analysis that geomet-
rical hydromagnetics may satisfactorily describe deviation of the wave normal from
the background field. The rotational discontinuity is likely also to propagate along
the field lines.
INTRODUCTION
There is now considerable evidence that plasma waves constitute much of the microscalc
structure of the in terplanetary medium. At tent ion has been focused on both the theoretical and
observational study of such waves, because of their importance in dynamical processes wi th in the
wind i tself as well as their effects on geophysical phenomena. Theoretical work indicates that
interplanetary conditions external to the corona are favorable for propagation of the Alfven
mode but most of the t ime the magnetosonic modes are strongly damped [Barnes, 1966]. The
analysis of f luctuat ions in in te rp lane ta ry magnetic and f luid parameters reveals that Alfven waves
may be present in the solar wind. No evidence has been presented that any but the Alfvc:n mode is
abundan t [Belcher and Davis. 1971) . This has resulted in many studies of Alfven wave characteristics
in the interplanetary plasma. In this paper we report some properties of large ampl i tude, aperiodic
Alfven f luc tua t ions in the interplanetary magnetic field and relate this information to the ambient
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pliismn properties. We will be specifically concerned with the effects of plasma inhomogcncitics
on the direction of wave propagation.
Some of the first evidence for the existence of Alfvcn-like behavior in the solar wind plasma
was offered by Colcman \ 1966, 1967] and was based on spectral studies of interplanetary param-
eters. About the same time Burlaga [1968] found several examples of wave-like structure in the
Pioneer 6 data and Unti and Neitgebaucr [1968] found specific regions of plasma and magnetic
data with fluctuations that appeared much like Alfve'n waves.
Of particular importance to the work reported in this paper are the results of Belcher e! al.
[1969]. They found correlations greater than 0.8 between the radial components of magnetic
field and proton velocity for 30% of 5 months in the Mariner 5 data. They attributed these
correlations to large-amplitude aperiodic Alfve'n waves propagating out from the sun. This study
was later extended {Belcher ami Davis, 1971] by showing similar correlations between vector
fluctuations in the magnetic and velocity fields with the conclusion that 'Large-amplitude,
nonsinisodial, Alfve'n waves propagating out from the sun with a broad wavelength range from
103 to 5X106 km dominate the microscalc structure at least 50% of the time.' The best ex-
amples of these waves were found in high velocity streams and on their trailing edges, while the
leading edges generally contained larger amplitude fluctuations but lower magnetic-velocity correla-
rejttfftf
tions. On the other hand, in low velocity streams the microscale region was found to be a mixture of
small-amplitude Alfve'n waves and nonAlfvcnic structure (possibly static in the plasma frame). They
also reported a variance matrix analysis (described below), which showed that over a frequency
range of 3 hr to 168.75 sec the direction of min imum variance in the magnetic field tends to be
aligned with the mean magnetic field direction. This observation will be examined in detail
below.
Closely related to microscalc waves are Ml ID discontinuities. Some of these will be included
in the analysis of this paper. Discounting hydromagnetic shocks, there are basically three types of
discont inui ty: 1) Contact; 2) Tangential; 3) Rotational. The contact discontinui ty is not expected in
the solar wind near 1 AU on theoretical grounds [Humes. 1971 | and has not been observed [
1971). The tangential discontinuity has been observed by Turner and Siscoc [ 1971) and Bnrlaga [ 1971 ]
Diirlaga [1969) found that directional discontinuities (which include tangential and rotational)
have a normal defined by B, XB 2 , which tends to be perpendicular to the spiral direction but out
of the ecliptic plane. Turner and Siscoe [ 1971 ] attempted to distinguish between the two types
of directional discontinuities. They concluded that B! XB2 for tangential discontinuities was very
nearly in the ecliptic plane along the orthospiral direction while the rotational discontinuities were
approximately normal to the spiral, but had large southward components. This gives no informa-
tion about the direction of the wave normal for the propagating discontinuity-Bi XB2 defines a
plane of 'polarization' [as defined by Turner and Siscoe, 1971], although a large-amplitude Alfve'n
wave need not be polarized in the conventional sense. The relation of this plane to the wave
normal will be discussed in the next section.
GEOMETRICAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
The dispersion equation resulting from the hydrodynamic equations for a completely ionized,
nonrelativistic magnetoplasma has three solutions. One of these allows for a nondissipative,
nondispcrsive wave (or discontinuity) of arbitrary amplitude propagating in any direction relative
to the ambient magnetic field B such that |B| and the plasma density remain constant and the
magnetic fluctuations are transverse to the direction of propagation [Kanlrowitz and Pe ruche k,
1966]. The relevant geometry is shown in Figure 1 for a wave vector inclined a to the mean
field. The field constraints mean that B can move in any manner around the wave vector
k (k = 27T/X) as long as BII = B-k/k and |B| remain constant. The movement of AB^(AB^-k = 0)
thereby defines a plane which is normal to the propagation vector. In the small ampli tude l imit
this plane becomes undefined. A rotational discontinuity is just a sharply crested Alfven wave
and is often characterized by another plane defined by BjM j t j . , | X Bj-ma| that can have any orien-
tat ion to k. In contrast is the tangential discontinuity. Here the magnetic vector moves
arb i t ra r i ly in a plane but its magnitude can vary [see Cullnini ami Sonctl, 1966]. It should be
einphasi/.ed here t h a t using only magnetic field data to iden t i fy s t ruc ture as Alfvenic may result
in errors. For example, a tangential d iscont inui ty wi th |B| constant will look like an AHVcii wave
propagating normal to the mean field. A screening procedure described later will be used on the
variance of the magnetic field in an attempt to identify fluctuations as Alfvc'n waves using only
magnetic data.
Ray trajectories in an inhomogcncous plasma may be predicted by the cikonal (WKB) method.
First used in geometrical optics, a generalization of this technique was shown by Wcinberg [19621
to be useful in describing small amplitude magnetoplasma waves. The eikonal equation is derived
for L» k"1 where L is the length characterizing the plasma inhomogencity. (In the data analysis
to follow, the smallest scale gradients in the plasma and magnetic field will have characteristic
lengths approximately 3-30 times the wave length (for further explanation see the section entitled
Determination of the Wave Normal Direction.) If the dispersion equation admits wave packet
4_ .t_
solutions of circular frequency centered at co(k,x), the trajectory equations can be written
dx _
dt
dt
These are Hamilton's equations for wave quanta of momentum lik (h = h/2?r) and Hamiltonian
hto and from them it can be shown that the wave frequency (energy) is constant along a ray.
For a hydromagnctic wave the second equation is
dt 3x"
where U is the local phase speed. Let us characterize the slow hydromagnetic (Alfve'n) mode by
oj(k,x) = kU(k,x)
U(k,x) = ic-V(x) + k-b(x)CA(x)
wliere
A --
k = k/k
£ = B / B
V(x) is the plasma bulk velocity and CA = BA/4?rp is the Alfve'n speed which is dependent on
x through B(x) and p(x). Now equation (I) is
v „ ,
— = k-b(x) _+ CAkj -J^- + kj —±- (2)
3x 3x 3x 3x
A simplification results if the wave vector is sufficiently parallel to the magnetic field and the bulk
velocity gradients are small compared to Alfve'n speed gradients. For tin's case |k:<")b:(x)/9x|«|
and (he first term in equation (2) dominates so that gradients in the ambient Alfve'n speed control
change in the wave vector. These conclusions arc empirically verifiable as we shall see later.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The Pioneer 6 spacecraft was launched on 16 Dec. 1965 into a heliocentric orbit and w i t h i n
a day the probe was well outside magnclospheric influence in interplanetary space. The Ames
plasma probe | Wolfe ami McKihbcn, 1968; Smilli and Day, 1971) sampled the f lux and energy
per change as a func t ion of direction. Full energy/angular scans were made each 400 spacecraft
revolutions so that plasma parameters arc computed (on the basis of an isotropic temperature)
every 41 2 sec. This defines the high frequency cutoff of the plasma data used. The only plasma
r ~1'2parameter crucial to the analysis is the proton density which enters the Alfven speed as Np
Therefore, typical errors in N_ of 10 - 15% are not crucial.
The magnetic field experiment [described by Sccarce et al., 1968] was a monoaxial fluxgate
magnetometer which sampled a total vector field in one second. The analog to digital con-
version introduces an error of ±0.25 gamma while the spacecraft field at the sensor location was
estimated at less than 0.3 gamma. Averages of this data over 30-sec intervals are used in the
analysis of this paper. Most data used was taken when the bit rate was 512 bits/sec. The coor-
dinate frame is the right-handed solar ecliptic system in which the X axis points from the
spacecraft (inward) to the sun and the Z axis to the north ecliptic pole (Figure 1).
DETERMINATION OF THE WAVE NORMAL DIRECTION
The real symctric matrix Ty = (BjB:> - (BjXB:> formed from components (ij = 1,2,3) of any
vector field in an inertial coordinate frame will have eigcn values X3 2> X2 ^> A, and correspond-A A A
 A
ing eigen vectors M3, M2, and M, which define the principal axes of a 'variance' ellipsoid. M3 is
A A
the direction of maximum variation, M, the direction of minimum variation, and M2 completes
the orthogonal set. If X, = X2 = X3 the ellipsoid is a sphere and the variance of the vector field
is isotropic, whereas if Xi /X2 « 1 the variance is strongly oriented in a plane whose normal is
A
M| (the direction of minimum variance).
A variance matrix analysis is used on the 30 sec averages of the Pioneer 6 magnetometer
A
data as a basis for determining the direction of the wave propagation k. If the magnetic fluctua-
tions result from the propagation of a large amplitude Alfven wave (or an ensemble of waves
propagating in the same direction) the matrix TJ: will have a well defined direction of m i n i m u m
variance parallel (o'r antiparallcl) to the wave vector(s). .(In the small amplitude limit X , /X 2 = I
and the plane is undefined.)
The ambient mesoscalc magnetic field, through which the microscalc Alfven waves propagate,
is often very inhomogcncous (sec, e.g., Brandt, 1970). Such large-scale gradients may effect the
A
eigen vectors M. Suppose, for example,, the wave normal is constant while the ambient magnetic
A A
field changes direction on a scale L » k'1. Then for a given * (k,b) the magnetic vector moves
A
as constrained by the homogeneous case in a plane whose normal is parallel (or antiparnllel) to k.
But the variance matrix on Bj contains, besides power from the Alfvc'nic fluctuations (which by
themselves have a minimum variance along k), power from the large-scale change in the direction
*- A
of B (which by itself has a minimum variance nonparallel to k). Therefore, the background field
can contribute to the variance matrix and change the direction of minimum variance from along
A
k. To suppress the contribution to TJ: of a slowly varying background field we will use a matrix
based on a suitably defined 'local average' (or smoothed) magnetic vector. We define
j) - <ABj)<ABj>
where
ABj = Bj - Bjs ; note <ABj> =£ 0
Bj = i component of the magnetic field
BjS = i component of the digitally smoothed set of Bj
to determine the min imum variance direction of the magnetic vector. (This is in contrast to
Belcher and Davis, 1971, who used the components Bj to form the variance matrix.) (For ex-
ample, consider a constant vector A upon which is superimposed a vector a varying randomly
parallel to any fixed plane. The matrix TJ: contains power only from a and gives the minimum
variance direction M, normal to the plane. Now let A remain constant in magnitude but , con-
fined to another plane not parallel to the first, slowly vary in direction. Subtraction of the
.<_ -L- *- *- J- A
smoothed A + a vector from A + a will suppress contributions to TJ: from changes in A, and M,
wil l remain normal to a.) The smoothing is performed on each hour of 30-sec magnetic field
averages wi th a 225-sec half-width Bnr t le t t lag window (see Jenkins and Watts, 1969]. This
8procedure narrows the effective bandwidth entering the variance matrix to between 0.03 Hz and
about 0.003 Hz. thereby limiting the range of wavelengths accepted by Tj: and reducing the total
power contribution to the matr ix . Wave normals from this band will be compared to plasma
gradients computed from 900 sec averages; therefore, the smallest inhomogcneily will be approxi-
mately 3-30 times larger than a typical wavelength. This frequency band accepted by TJ: is just
above the high frequency cutoff of the plasma data used by Belcher and Davis [1971 ] to find
the necessary velocity and magnetic correlations and establish the presence of Alfven waves in
the solar wind. Thus, strictly speaking, it cannot be proved that the magnetic fluctuations above
0.003 Hz are Alfven waves. However, other hydromagnetic wave modes are expected to undergo
severe damping [Barnes, 1966]. Also, interplanetary fluctuations have been shown to dominate
the microstructure at least 50% of the time over a broad frequency range up to 0.003 Hz [Belcher
•
and Davis, 1971] and there is no evidence to make us expect different microstructure at some-
what higher frequencies. As will be discussed in greater detail in the next section, the magnetic
vector in this frequency range often behaves consistently with Alfven propagation. Specifically,
about 56% of the time studied, the largest eigcn value of TJ: is at least six limes as large as the
variance of the field magnitude. These observations would be expected from a large amplitude
Alfven wave. Convectcd static structure would not generally yield fluctuations in B consistent with
these results.
We have selected 900-sec blocks of magnetic data if they meet two criteria: (1) The matrix
cigcn values are required to be X3 /X2 ^ 1 -8, X2 Ai ^ 2.0 to insure the existence of a reasonably
well-defined direction of minimum and maximum variance. While somewhat arbitrary, the
criterion on X3 /X2 would be met by a large amplitude Alfven wave if the magnetic vector fluctuated
less than about 70° from the background field (this can be seen from simple geometrical considera-
tions using Figure 1). The criterion on eigcn value ratios would be met by a set of 30 vectors from a
random parent distribution about 5% of the time [see Siscoe and Suey, 1972]; (2) The largest eigcn
value of the variance matrix had to be at least six times the variance of the field magnitude. This
method was used as a simple means of identifying intervals high in Alfvcnic content and discriminating
against non-Alfvcnic and static structure such as tangential discontinuities. If both of these tests wore
9
not passed, Hie data block was rejected. All other blocks with no data gaps were used in the analysis.
This magnetometer data was taken from 0900 UT 26 Jan. through 1700 UT 9 Feb. 1966 and included
the passage of two high velocity (with mean velocities of about 550 and 500 km/sec) and two low
velocity streams (mean velocities each about 350 km/sec).
A
The eigen vector M, which is associated with the smallest eigen value X, « X2 is normal
to the plane in which the tip of the magnetic vector tends to move (an Alfve'n wave, for example).
•«- A
The wave vector k is also normal to this plane but may be parallel or antiparallel to M,. Unless
A A A
otherwise stated, it is assumed that M, points out from the sun (Mi -X < 0), since Belcher and
Darin (1971 ] found velocity and magnetic fluctuations consistent only with outward propagation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Between 26 Jan. and 9 Feb. 1966, Tj: was calculated for 832 900-sec blocks of 30-sec-
9
average Pioneer 6 magnetometer data. (The integrated power from 900 sec of microscale f l u c t u a -
tions is ample to define a statistically significant variance matrix.) Of these intervals 307 met
the screening cri teria described above. About 29% of the 832 blocks were e l iminated by con-
straint (1) and 44% by constraint (2) as defined in the previous section. A time scries plot of
the solar ecliptic lat i tude and longitude of the mean field for each 900-sec block (solid l ine) is
shown in Ficure 2 for a high velocity stream (mean velocity about 550 km/sec), its trailing edge, and
A
part of the following low velocity stream (about 350 km/sec). The corresponding directions of M,
A A A A A
are given by the unconnected points with the '^(Ml ,b) and ^(Mi ,X) shown below. (X is the solar
direction.) The vertical lines mark data gaps.
A
It is fa ir ly clear tha t , while there arc many isolated exceptions. M, tends to be parallel or
A
an t ipa ra l l e l to the mean magnetic vector. The dis t r ibut ion of M, in eight equal solid angle inciv-
A A A
menls about b is given in Figure 3. The 4(M, ,b) is defined here by the acute angle between
A ' A
coplaii;ir liiu-s paral lel to M, and b. Also shown are the d is t r ibu t ions of the m i n i m u m var iance
and moan magnet ic field directions in equal solid angle increments about the an t i so la r d i rec t ion .
A
(M, points out from the sun. Comparison of the two dis t r ibut ions is easier if the mean field is
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also directed out. Therefore, when b'X > 0 the field vector is reflected through the origin and
the angle calculated with the antisolar direction.) These distributions do not change significantly
when criterion (2) is changed to X3/o2 |B| ^ 10, thereby constraining the field magnitude to be
even more consistent with Alfve'n propagation. It is clear that the direction of m i n i m u m variance
A A
is preferentially oriented along B. About 87% of the time 3-(M2,b) is less than 41 ., The corres-
ponding result of Belcher and Davis [1971] was 77%. A direct comparison is diff icul t because
of the narrower bandwidth, different variance matrix and the screening procedure used in obtain-
A A A A
ing the former result. It is significant that there are no other peaks in the ^(M| ,b) or ^(M, ,X)
distributions. If other magnetic microstructure (either propagating or static) in the frequency
range from 1/30 sec to 1/300 sec have planes of minimum variance of another preferred orientation
A A
to b or X (1 ) their total power contribution is completely masked by the (assumed) Alfven com-
ponent or (2) they were in some way eliminated by the screening criteria described above.
A . A
The effects (or lack of them) on MI from changes in b can be seen in Figure 4. It is clear
A A
that 2^(M,,b) has about the same distribution when the background field rapidly changes direction
and when it is quiet. There seems to be no correlation between the two variables in either high
velocity streams (where the correlation between magnetic and velocity fluctuations suggests that
Alfven microstructure dominates) or the low velocity streams (where the Alfven microstructure is less).
A A
Table 1 confirms that there is essentially the same ^(M! , b) distribution in both cases.
A A A A A
Let us fur ther examine the relation between Ab and ^(M, ,b). (We define Ab = b(t) -
A A A
b(t + At) and compare this with 4[M, (t + At), b(t + At)] assuming outward propagation over
A A
the At = 900-sec interval.) Consider the plane defined by the vectors, b and M, . In Figure 5
the orientation of this plane is represented by a chord betwcc-n the intersection of the two
A
vectors on the un i t sphere. The positions of b arc numbered consecutively, the location of the
A A
number marking the interact ion of b on the sphere—the opposite end of the chord locates M, .
When the chord is missing the direction of m i n i m u m variance is not well-defined and was e l i m i -
nated by the data screening. The example is fairly typical and represents a magnetical ly act ive
A
period in a low velocity s t ream. In th i s interval b moved onto the inward hemisphere (pos i t ions
26 and 27) and the chords for these are not shown. Note t h a t there is no preferred or ienta t ion
. A A
ol M , relative to the movement of b.
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For a more quantitative understanding of the (M( ,b) plane, orientation let us define
A A
tan 0 = A0/A$ where A0 is the longitude difference between a pair of M,, b and A<£ is the l a t i -
A A A
tudc difference (if b-X > 0, b is reflected through the origin and the new position angles arc
used). The distr ibution o f / 3 is shown in Figure 6. There may be a slight north-south preference,
but the trend is weak and may well be attributed to statistical fluctuations.
The analysis reported to this point indicates little or no relation between the direction of
•
 A
the Alfven wave vector relative to b and inhoinogeneities of the ambient magnetic field direction.
A
There are principally three reasons for this conclusion: (1) M! is not constant or random in the
A A
space craft frame, but tends to follow the mean field direction; (2) The distribution of ^(Mi ,b)
A A
is not noticeably different when Ab is large or small—there is no correlation between Ab and
A A A A A
2UM, ,b); (3) There seems to be no orientation of M, to b statistically correlated wi th Ab. Two
conclusions can now be drawn. First, the data is consistent with large amplitude Alfven wave
propagating, by and large, along the ambient magnetic field. Secondly, deviations of the wave
vector from this orientation are not caused by directional changes in the ambient field.
A
If the unperturbed state is one in which k is parallel (or antiparallel) ' to the ambient field,
A A
we might inquire about plausible explanations for deviations of M, from b. It is possible (but
not likely) that some of Ihe magnetic fluctuations are not Alfve'nic but result from one or more
other MUD wave modes or that they are static-e.g., tangential discontinuities. Especially dur ing
magnetically quiet in terp lanetary conditions, constant or changing space craft fields could bias
A A .
M, and b by small amounts. Of course, any combinat ion of these sources (along wi th others)
A A
may contribute to 4(M,,b), in which case their ident i f icat ion would 1 e d i f f icu l t .
A A
On the other hand, ^.(M, .b) may be related to properties of the ambient plasma. In the
light of equa t ion (2) we might expect inhoinogeneities in the local Alfve'n speed and wind bu lk
veloci ty to scatter Ihe wave vector. To test this hypothesis let us propose three s impl i fy ing
postulates: (1) The wave vector is parallel or an t ipa ra l l e l to live ambient magnetic field except
(2) as perturbed by local gradients in the Alfve'n speed, C^. (3) The di rect ional change in k k
proportional t o I V C I .
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A reasonably reliable test of the hypothesis is possible using the Pioneer 6 plasma and mag-
netic data. Gradients in V(x) and CA(X) are probably about the same magnitude. It will be
demonstrated that statistically significant regions can be found where the expected relationship
exists between the wave normal and Alfven speed gradients (neglecting complications due to
velocity gradients although we have not shown that they can always be neglected). We will ,
A
therefore, examine only the qualitative relationships between the Alfven speed and M,. Temporal
A A
changes in the direction of the wave vector will be measured by ^(M, ,b). Gradients in the Alfven
speed will be approximated by changes in CA, |ACAI, between the appropriate At = 900-see in-
tervals assuming wave propagation away from the sun. Of course, for a time independent CA in
the plasma rest frame we have |ACA| = |V-VCAIAt so that |ACAl/VAt is a measure of the lower
A A
bound on |VCA|. A linear correlation between ^(M, ,b) and |VCAI could be demonstrated by a
A A *
plot of |VCAI as a function of ^(M, ,b)-thc result being points near some straight line. The same
correlation would show up with |ACAI replacing |VCAI (implying a gradient over VAt) but some
of the points would be moved down (to low.er |ACAI) when |ACAl/VAt < |VCAI, result ing in a
spreading of the points between the line of correlation (V||VCA) and |AC'A| = 0(V1VCA).
In an attempt to fu r the r isolate the regions of best Alfven activi ty the data from high and
low velocity streams were kept separate and both are shown in Figure 7. Neither case shows
linear correlation between the variables. For example, the correlation for the high velocity
streams (crosses) is about 0.05. A least squares straight line for this same data has a slope of
0.24±0.39X106 cm/deg sec and intercept of 0.41X106 cm/sec. It is apparent, however, that the
high velocity stream data and, to a lesser extent, those from the low velocity streams ( inc lud ing
the leading edge or interaction region) have the qualitative features consistent wi th our hypothesis
based on equation (2). That is, a hypothetical line of correlation can be constructed which lies
above most of the1 data points. We may. therefore, conclude that gradients of the ambien t A l f v e n
speed satisfying the geometrical approximation may be one mechanism for the scat ter ing of the
Alfven wave normal from the direction of the local in terplanetary magnetic field.
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ROLE OF DISCONTINUITIES
As pointed out in the introduction, both propagating and nonpropagating discontinuities
are seen in the interplanetary plasma. These are usually defined as transients with characteristic
times in the spacecraft frame of less than ~ 1 min (e.g. Burlaga 1969, 1971). In reality there is
no natural break between transient and continuous fluctuations - the distinction is always some-
what arbitrary. No attempt has been made in this analysis to delete the more discontinuous events
but some conclusions can be made about statistical properties of discontinuities from results
already reported.
Any microstructure with sufficient power in the bandwidth accepted by the variance matrix
A A
will produce a "peak" in the 4(M, ,b) distribution (Figure 3), if it has a plane of minimum vari-
ance of some preferred orientation to the mean magnetic field. For example, the tangential
A A
pressure balance would ideally yield MM, ,b) = 90 . Of course, in general, this structure involves
a change in the length of the magnetic vector and would therefore be screened from the data.
As noted earlier, no significant maximum appears at 90° in Figure 3 (see Table 1 also). There is
a maximum at 90° in the corresponding distribution of Belcher and Davis [ 1971 ]. They made
no attempts in their analysis to eliminate data blocks which contained excessive non-Alfve'nic
structure. It is therefore reasonable to attribute this peak to the presence of tangential
discontinuities.
The rotational discontinuity is only a sharply crested Alfvc'n wave and therefore a subclass
of ; i l l Alfvenic fluctuations. However, Turner and Sixcoc [1971] have pointed out that the dis-
continuous type of Alfvenic fluctuation has a polarization, plane (defined by Bj n j t j a j X B(-jna|)
wi th a persistent southward component (about 30° south latitude). The normal for the corres-
ponding plane of the more continuous Alfvenic fluctuations is [Belcher and Davis, 1971] essen-
tial ly in the ecliptic plane. The subset of rotational discontinuities are unique in this respect
from the parent group. Their wave nornuil could also be preferential ly aligned d i f fe ren t ly r e l a t i \ e
to the background field. If so, and if their power contribution dur ing the t ime studied is com-
A A
parable to tha t of the background noise, a peak wil l appear in the *(M, ,b) d i s t r i b u t i o n . It
appears from Figure 3 t h a t the discontinuous Alfvenic f luc tua t ions ;ilso propagate close to the
ambient magnetic field direction (assuming stat is t ical ly significant power cont r ibu t ion) and :ire
not d i f fe ren t in th i s respect from Alfvi 'n waves.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It lias been shown that about 60% of the t ime dur ing the 15 clays s tudied, the microscalc
magnetic vector (0.03 H/. to about 0.003 H/.) moves as would be consistent with propagat ing
Alfven waves. This result is in general agreement with the f i nd ings of Hclchcr ct til. \ 19691 ami
Belcher and Dan's [ 1971 ] for the frequency range just below this. In a d d i t i o n , the phase veloci-
ties of these Alfven waves arc evident ly strongly oriented along the ambient magne t i c f i e l d . As
Belcher and Davis [ 1 9 7 1 ] point out, if the Alfven wave sources are all w i t h i n the A I I Y e n i e c r i t i c a l
po in t from the sun, only those propagating out from the sun Wi l l reach the super-Alfvcm'c solar
A A
wind. This, however, docs not expla in the close relation between k and b. This preferent ia l
A ,
o r i e n t a t i o n of k has not been predicted. As a m a t t e r of fact , Barnes [1969] p red ic t s t h a t A l f v e n
»
wave normals will be geometr ica l ly refracted by the solar wind expansion such t h a t at 1 AU t h e y
wi l l be essen t i a l ly radia l . Ilis arguments are based on a wave source i n s ide the A l fve ' n i c po in t
producing waves which are convccted through a s t r ic t ly spiral magne t i c f ield w i t h no local
(nicsoscale or microscale) inhomogcnci t ies . We know, in fact, t h a t very seldom is such an idea l
s i t u a t i o n ivali/.ed. R a t h e r , a b u n d a n t coronal i r regu la r i t i es (s t reamers , for example) i m p l y s ign i f i -
cant i n h o i n o g e n e i t i e s near the source, and i n t e r p l a n e t a r y probe m e a s u r e m e n t s i m p l y the same for
regions n e a r 1 AU. This local s t ruc tu re may well de te rmine wave properties in (he several wave-
l e n g t h s which these waves propagate du r ing the i r convect ion to 1 AU. In t h i s c o n t e x t , i t i s d i f f i -
c u l t to conceive p r e f e r e n t i a l r e f r a c t i o n of wave normals to d i rec t ions along the m a g n e t i c f i e ld
l ines. A possible a l t e r n a t i v e , however , may be select ive damping of randomly refracted waves.
Ijelclier and Anv'.v [ 1 9 7 1 ) advance an e x p l a n a t i o n for the power an iso t ropy of the solar w ind
m a g n e t i c f l u c t u a t i o n s based on the coupling of the A l f v e n mode to the magnc loson ic modes. An
e x t e n s i o n of I his mechanism may expla in the or ienta t ion of k along the field l i nes . If , by in-
creasing r v( l ; . l i ) , A l f v e n waves couple wi th the s t rong ly damped m a g n c f o s o n i c modes, or i f t h e y
become s u b j e c t t o d a m p i n g from microscalc i r r e g u l a r i t i e s v i o l a t i n g t he geome t r i ca l a p p i o x i m a t i o n '
| \ \ i l lc r . 1971 | , i t is l i k e l y t h a t at 1 AU the su rv iv ing waves w i l l be those s t rongly a l i g n e d w i l h
the m a g n e t i c f i e l d .
l l s h o u l d he p o i n t e d ou t t h a i w h a t we have de f ined in I h i s paper a s t he a m b i c n l m a g n e t i c
f i e l d ( s ca l e l e n g t h s > V X 900 sec) is also l a r g e l y A l f v e ' n i c | fiddler and Avn.v, | 9 7 I | and
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therefore propagating. It is not clear what consequences this has on the conclusions reached
about the orientation of wave normals along the background field.
Assuming a preferential orientation of k along B, deviations of k from the background field
are more easily explained. Directional changes in the background magnetic field are shown to
have no perceptible correlation with 4-(k,B)> whereas inhomogeneities in the ambient Alfve'n speed
are a likely source for the scattering of k from B. This is theoretically expected if the preferred
state is one in which the wave normal lies along the ambient field.
The role of discontinuities in the analysis is less certain since no individual events were
identified. It is safe, however, to conclude that if the integrated power of rotational discontinui-
ties is comparable to that of the more continuous Alfven fluctuations over the time studied, both
propagate very nearly along the magnetic fieki lines.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. I. The solar ecliptic coordinate system and the relevant geometry for a large amplitude Alfvcn
fluctuation ABj^ (ABj/k = 0).
Fig. 2. Time series display for the la t i tude (6) and longitude (0) of the ambient magnetic field
A A(line) and the direction of the minimum variance with M, • X < 0 (points). Each point
represents a 900-scc interval; missing points indicate an interval eliminated by the screening
A A A /v
procedure described in the text. The angles between M, and the mean field (^(M, ,b)) and M,
A A
and the solar direction (^(M,, - R)) arc also shown. Vertical lines mark data gaps.
A A A A A A
Fig. 3. Distributions of ^(Mi ,b) and ^(b,R) (both defined as acute angles) and ^(M, ,R) are
shown for eight equal solid angle increments. Each angle is defined in the text.
A A
Fig. 4. MMi ,b) is shown relative to changes in the mean field direction in high velocity streams
and their trailing edges (crosses; 0900 UT 26 Jan. 66 to 0200 UT 28 Jan. 66 and 1300 UT
4 Feb. 66 to 0200 UT 7 Feb. 66) and in a low velocity stream and on the leading edge of a
high velocity stream (points; 0100 UT 29 Jan. 66 to 1300 UT 4 Feb. 66).
A A • A
Fig. 5. Orientation of the (M,.b) plane shown by a chord between b (numbered consecutively
A
on the unit sphere) and M,. Data is from a low velocity stream between 0300 and 1100 UT
29 Jan. 66.
A A
Fig. 6. The or ienta t ion of M| relative to b on the uni t sphere is defined by tan )3 = ( la t i tude
difference/longitude difference). The number of cases of 0 in each 60° increment is shown.
The mean and one standard deviation are indicated assuming the pandit d i s t r ibu t ion is Poisson.
A A
Fig. 7. MM| .b) vs. |AC^| for two high velocity streams and their trailing edges (crosses; 0900
UT 26 Jan. 66 to 0200 UT 28 Jan. 66 and 1300 UT 4 Feb. 66 to 0200 UT 7 Feb. 66) and
for two low velocity streams and the leading cge of a high velocity stream (points ; 0100 UT
29 Jan . 66 to I 100 UT 4 Feb. 66 and 0900 UT 7 Feb. M> to 0500 UT 9 Feb. 66).
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